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Abstract Island wakes are thought to play a significant role in the vertical and6

cross shelf mixing processes in strong tidally forced coastal regions. This paper de-7

scribes a comprehensive laboratory study of shallow water wakes behind islands of8

circular cross section forced by a sinusoidal tidal flow. The wake structure and ver-9

tical circulation are determined through novel three-dimensional particle imaging10

velocimetry measurements. Four archetypal wake forms (symmetric, asymmetric,11

unsteady bubble, and vortex shedding) are observed. Through examination of the12

vertical structure of each of these wake forms, we demonstrate the dependence13

of vertical transport in island wakes on three key parameters: i) the tidal excur-14

sion relative to the island size, ii) the bottom boundary layer thickness relative15

to the flow depth and iii) the aspect ratio of the island size to the flow depth.16

The importance of secondary vortices in island upwelling is highlighted by local17

peaks in vertical velocity that exceed 40% of the peak external tidal velocity. This18

study fundamentally changes the view of island wake upwelling from a weak ‘tea19

cup’-like recirculation process to one where primary and secondary flow structures20

vigorously stir the water column over the full depth. This has fundamental impli-21

cations for the fate of passive biological tracers and the time scales that determine22

productivity in topographically-complex continental shelf regions.23
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1 Introduction26

The wakes of islands and headlands play an important role in lateral and vertical27

mixing processes, with implications for the transport of nutrients, plankton, sedi-28

ment and pollutants. The vertical transport (upwelling) of nutrient rich water into29

the surface layer (that has higher light intensity) has important ecological implica-30

tions due to the resulting increased primary productivity. Numerous studies have31

identified the importance of complex flow features such as eddies and fronts (shear32

zones) for aggregating sediment and plankton [35, 15, 23]. This can, in turn, ef-33

fect the distribution of benthic and higher order pelagic organisms that graze34

along these fronts and wakes, taking advantage of lower-trophic-level aggregations35

[34, 16, 17]. Despite the perceived ecological importance of island wakes, they36

have received only intermittent research attention over the past several decades,37

and to date no clear mechanistic description of the flow has clearly supported the38

hypothesised ecological importance.39

1.1 Variation of island wake form40

One of the most interesting features of island wakes is the insensitivity of the41

large scale flow features to the Reynolds number, Re = UD/ν, where U is the42

characteristic flow speed, D the characteristic island diameter and ν the molecular43

kinematic viscosity (or eddy viscosity for turbulent flow [10]). For flow around a44

cylinder in the laboratory a Kármán vortex street is observed for Re & 40, which is45

beautifully pictured on the cover of the Album of Fluid Motion [30]. The Kármán46

vortex street observed in the laboratory island wake is an analogue of vortex streets47

observed in atmospheric and oceanic island wake flows, as seen in cloud formations48

downwind of the Canary Islands and Madeira near north Africa (Fig. 1). Various49

studies have noted the structural similarity of field scale wakes to laboratory island50

wakes at a significantly lower Reynolds number. In the oceanic wake of Rattray51

Island in the Australian Great Barrier Reef the turbulent horizontal eddy viscosity52

was estimated from the dispersion of floating drogues as O(1) m2 s−1 with a53

peak Reynolds number of order 103 [35]. If the flow were unbounded this implies54

a vortex shedding wake, however the attached recirculating wake is structurally55

more similar to a wake of Re . 20 [37]. As the flow depth is reduced, the vorticity56

generated in the bottom boundary layer increasingly distorts the vertical vorticity57

generated in the lateral shear layer to the point where the flow becomes completely58

dominated by bottom friction in shallow flow. Therefore in shallow island wake59

flow, the Reynolds number is not expected to be the controlling parameter.60

At the flanks of the island, transverse shear is present due to the island bound-61

ary. Linear stability analyses of laminar parallel shear flows in shallow water led62

to the introduction of a bottom friction stability parameter that represents the63

ratio of the stabilizing effect of bed friction and the destabilizing effect of trans-64

verse shear [11]. Efforts to predict the onset of vortex shedding in island wakes65

and the qualitatively observed wake forms lead to the extension of the bottom66
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Fig. 1 MODIS/Terra image of multiple Kármán vortex streets swirling downwind of the
Canary Islands and Madeira, May 20, 2015. (Image courtesy of NASA/Goddard Space Flight
Center Earth Science Data and Information System (ESDIS) project.)

friction stability parameter to bluff body wake flow resulting in the wake stability67

parameter S = cfD/h where cf is a friction coefficient and h is the water depth68

[15] (or, alternatively, the island wake parameter PI ∼ 1/S [35]). An extensive69

laboratory study of shallow turbulent wakes in steady flow identified three classes70

of wake form: (i) the vortex street, (ii) the unsteady bubble wake and (iii) the71

steady bubble wake, with the transitions between the different wake forms well72

predicted by S [9].73

Despite the success of S in predicting the wake form at the laboratory scale,74

applications at the field scale have had limited success in predicting island wake75

forms in oceanic flows [15, 14]. This discrepancy has typically been attributed to76
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the unsteadiness of tidal currents, which causes strong temporal fluctuation in the77

wake structure. In contrast to atmospheric island wake flows (e.g. Fig. 1), oceanic78

island wakes on continental shelves are indeed subjected to unsteady tidal forcing.79

In steady shallow flows, bottom friction is felt over the entire depth. In oscillating80

flows, however, the Stokes boundary layer thickness can be small compared to the81

total depth, thus restricting frictional effects to only a portion of the water depth.82

In addition to the influence of flow unsteadiness in altering the vertical profile83

of horizontal velocity, flow reversal means that the wake generated earlier on one84

side of the island can interact with the newly-forming wake on the other side. The85

effects of this half-cycle interaction have been extensively studied in unbounded86

sinusoidal flow around circular cylinders [33, 25]. In its simplest form, tidal flow87

can modelled as a sinusoidally-varying flow of amplitude U0 and period T . The88

Keulegan-Carpenter number, KC = U0T/D, predicts the onset of vortex shedding89

and an extensive variety of wake forms have been observed to be dependant on90

the relative value of the time scale of the sinusoidal flow (T ) and the time scale of91

wake vortex evolution (D/U0). The different wake forms observed in unbounded92

sinusoidal flow around a cylinder are due to a range of complex vortex pairing93

patterns where the vortex from one half-cycle is advected back past the cylinder94

to pair with a newly generated vortex on the next half-cycle.95

The influence of flow unsteadiness on shallow island wakes has been investi-96

gated in laboratory experiments that examined the combined effects of KC and97

S on wake form and evolution [21]. The observed wake forms were classified (in98

order of increasing wake complexity) as: symmetric-without-pairing, symmetric-99

with-pairing, sinuous-with-pairing and vortex-shedding [21]. Whilst general trends100

in wake ‘stability’ were observed with increasing S and decreasing KC, these pa-101

rameters alone did not clearly delineate the observed wake forms. A 2D numerical102

study of shallow headland wakes observed that wake behaviour was best predicted103

by the ratio of two length scales, the tidal excursion length lt = U0T/2π and the104

frictional length lf = h/cf [29]. When lf > lt, stable wake forms were observed;105

conversely, when lt > lf , stability in the wake was reduced and vortex shedding106

was often observed. For shallow, laminar, oscillatory flow around islands, KC and107

S are inter-related according to108

S ∼ δ+

KC
(1)

where δ+ =
√
νT/h, with

√
νT the characteristic length scale associated with109

the Stokes boundary layer [7, 8]. Furthermore, δ+ is equivalent to lt/lf , the ratio110

observed to predominantly govern headland wake behaviour in tidal flow [29].111

The parameter δ+, a non-dimensional Stokes boundary layer thickness, quantifies112

the relative influence of momentum diffusion to the bed in a shallow oscillatory113

flow. The two parameters KC and δ+ that determine the stability parameter S in114

oscillatory island wake flow, can be independently varied and allows us to examine115

the influence of relative wake length and bed friction on the wake of a shallow116

island in a tidal flow.117
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1.2 Circulation of island wake eddies118

Whilst prediction of the horizontal structure is an important aspect of the study of119

island wakes, the fundamentally-important process from an ecological perspective120

is the vertical transport within the wake. Few studies have obtained direct mea-121

surements of vertical velocity in island wakes, due primarily to the non-stationary122

and three-dimensional character of these flows. Laboratory measurements of steady123

attached island eddies suggested that downwelling occurred on the eddy periph-124

ery, with upwelling in the eddy core (with a magnitude of up to 1.5% of the tidal125

velocity) [36]. This evoked the steady ‘tea-cup’ analogy [36] often applied in geo-126

physical fluid dynamics. The ‘tea-cup’ analogy is where rotation in the island eddy127

establishes a radial pressure gradient at the free surface (due to centrifugal accel-128

eration). The free surface pressure is transmitted through the bottom boundary129

layer, and drives a convergent boundary layer flow that upwells in the eddy core.130

Whilst this interpretation was supported by dye observations of upwelling in the131

core of the primary Kármán vortices, detailed planar PIV measurements demon-132

strated that the vertical motion rolls up into a secondary horizontal vortex [1].133

Shadowgraph visualisation demonstrated that these secondary vortices can induce134

significant free surface perturbations, despite their circulation being an order of135

magnitude smaller than the primary vertical vortices [1]. Although this demon-136

strated a fundamentally three-dimensional flow structure, the implications of the137

secondary vortices for upwelling in island wake flows was not recognised.138

Further insight into the three-dimensionality of the wake can be obtained139

through the study of shallow vortex dynamics. In addition to the external scales140

governing the overall wake stability (i.e. tidal excursion, island size, flow depth and141

tidal boundary layer thickness), there are inherent wake vortex scales that gov-142

ern the evolution of three-dimensionality. Planar stereoscopic PIV measurements143

through a supposedly quasi-two-dimensional, shallow di-polar vortex revealed the144

evolution of a horizontal secondary vortex with significant associated vertical veloc-145

ity [2]. The vertical recirculation was an intrinsic feature of the vertically-confined146

flow, rather than the result of the no-slip boundary at the bed [2]. An analytical147

and numerical study of shallow swirling vortex flows demonstrated that the three-148

dimensionality of, and upwelling regime within, a mono-polar vortex is controlled149

by a relative boundary layer thickness [12]:150

hRe =
2

(h/Dv)Re1/2
≡ 2

√
νDv/Uv/h (2)

where Uv and Dv are the characteristic azimuthal velocity and diameter (re-151

spectively) of the mono-polar vortex. As the ratio Dv/Uv represents the time152

scale for vortex rotation, it is clear that δ+ and hRe are conceptually equivalent153

parameters that describe the relative influence of vertical diffusion of momentum154

to the bed. In the viscous regime (hRe & 0.6), vertical diffusion dominates, a155

Poiseuille-like vertical profile evolves in the azimuthal velocity, the flow is consid-156

ered quasi-two-dimensional, and universal scaling relations for upwelling have been157

established [12]. In the inertial regime (hRe . 0.2), a distinct bottom boundary158

layer is present in the azimuthal velocity with an inviscid interior that allows the159

growth of non-linear inertial waves and the scaling of upwelling velocity depends160

on the initial vertical profile of velocity [12]. While there are clear similarities to161
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isolated shallow vortices, island wake vortices are distinguished by their gener-162

ation through entrainment across the free shear layers (due to flow separation),163

such that there is an interaction between the scales of the external tidal flow and164

those of the island wake vortices.165

The objective of this study is to describe the vertical structure, three-dimensionality166

and upwelling in island wakes in a tidal flow. Through application of a novel three-167

dimensional particle imaging velocimetry (3D PIV) approach we obtain (for the168

first time) a synoptic and time-resolved view of the three-dimensional wake circu-169

lation, and quantify the associated magnitude and spatial distribution of up- and170

downwelling in the near wake region. The governing parameters of KC and δ+ are171

varied independently to examine in detail four archetypal island wake forms.172

2 Experimental setup173

Experiments were undertaken in a shallow tidal flow flume specifically designed174

to produce an unsteady flow. An island of circular cross section and diameter175

D = 10 cm was utilised in this study. The flume had a working section 185 cm wide,176

600 cm long and up to 35 cm deep (Fig. 2). The flume was recirculating and used a177

computer controlled variable frequency drive and pump to generate a reciprocating178

tidal flow with a near sinusoidal horizontal velocity signal. Polycarbonate flow179

straighteners were utilised in each end of the flume to produce a near uniform180

transverse velocity profile. The experimental flow conditions are detailed in table181

1. Each flow was established for 10 cycles, before being sampled for 8 cycles.182

Table 1 Conditions of the experimental runs, KC = U0T/D, δ+ =
√
νT/h and ReD =

U0D/ν.

Wake type U0 [cm s−1] T [s] h [cm] δ+ KC ReD h/D
Symmetric 0.52 85.9 2.3 0.40 4.4 517 0.23
Asymmetric 0.39 121.6 4.3 0.26 4.8 394 0.43
Unsteady Bubble 2.76 85.9 2.3 0.40 23.7 2764 0.23
Vortex Shedding 2.12 121.6 4.3 0.26 25.8 2118 0.43

The flow was seeded with sieved Pliolite AC80 in the size range 300 - 450 µm183

(an imaged particle size of approximately 3 px) and the working fluid (salt water)184

density matched to that of the seeding particles. Volumetric velocity measurements185

were obtained via synthetic aperture particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) [6]. An186

array of 9 Basler ACE acA1600-20gm 2.0 mega-pixel monochrome GigE cameras187

were positioned in a 3 x 3 grid arrangement approximately 110 cm below the188

flume with each camera aligned and focussed on a 34 x 25 x 6 cm3 measurement189

volume (figure 2). The camera array was calibrated using a multi-camera self-190

calibration method that accounted for the air-glass-water refractive interfaces [5]191

with a resulting average reprojection error of 0.11 px. Due to the volume of the192

data generated by the camera array for the relatively long-running experiments193

(between 11 and 16 minutes), burst sampling was applied with 11 frames collected194

at 20 Hz each second. Camera synchronisation was achieved with a hardware timed195

trigger and the flow volume was illuminated using a high intensity array of LEDs.196
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup with the measurement volume of the 3D
PIV system indicated.

A 3D PIV analysis was performed using a multi-gridded, iterative, image de-197

forming algorithm. The iterative analysis was applied for a total of 8 passes with198

the first three passes progressively refining the interrogation volume from 256 x199

256 x 48 voxels through to 96 x 96 x 12 voxels with 75% overlap. The anisotropic200

interrogation volume was employed given that shallow flows are characterised by201

horizontal scales much larger than their vertical scales. Ensemble averaging was202

applied in the correlation space (across 5 image pairs) within each burst to reduce203

the influence of spatially-variable seeding density created by the converging and204

diverging flow. Sub-pixel displacement estimates were obtained using a three point205

Gaussian fit to the correlation peak in three dimensions. The universal outlier de-206

tection algorithm of [32] was applied after each pass to remove spurious vectors.207

Finally, a three-dimensional Gaussian filter (σ = 0.5) was applied to reduce noise.208

The inter-frame time for the analysis was adjusted for each experiment to minimise209

the outlier detection rate and the divergence error (discussed in the next section).210

2.1 Measurement uncertainty211

The majority of uncertainty assessment in PIV has focussed on 2D planar measure-212

ments. Measurement uncertainty has been investigated a priori using theoretical213

modelling [31] and Monte Carlo simulation of the measurement chain (e.g. [19]214

and others). These analyses have helped optimise the various aspects of the mea-215

surement chain, with most studies estimating error at approximately 0.1 px [24].216

Recently, significant attention has been given to the a posteriori quantification217

of uncertainty in PIV data. A thorough inter-comparison of recently-proposed218

methods concluded that the a priori estimates of measurement uncertainty do not219
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generally apply across different experiments, or even different regions of a single220

experiment [28], with a posteriori quantification providing a more reliable estimate221

of overall error.222

The novel PIV measurement technique of this study is able to resolve the223

three components of velocity over the large measurement volume necessitated by224

the anisotropic island wake flow. A significant advantage of obtaining 3D PIV225

measurements is the ability to resolve ‘out of plane’ vertical velocities, which in226

turn allows the calculation of all nine components of the velocity gradient tensor227

(∇u) using a second-order central differencing scheme. Due to continuity, the di-228

vergence should be zero everywhere (i.e. ∇ • u = 0) in an incompressible flow.229

Thus, the RMS of the divergence (typically normalised by observed velocity gra-230

dients or vorticity) can be evaluated as a measure of experimental error [27, 3].231

This approach allows for the measurement error to be assessed a posteriori and232

aggregates the systematic and random errors associated with the experimental233

apparatus and PIV algorithm. Previous studies have applied uncertainty analysis234

[22] and established that error in the velocity gradient can be expressed in terms235

of the random velocity error [3, 13]:236

ε(∇ • u) =

√
3

2∆2
ε(u) (3)

where ∆ is the characteristic length scale of the 3D vector grid (in pixels). Whilst237

equation 3 provides an estimate of the absolute error relative to the PIV measure-238

ment resolution, we also assess the RMS divergence relative to the magnitude of239

the measured vorticity; the latter is taken as the 99th percentile of the vorticity240

vector norm (‖ω‖99 where ω = ∇ × u) for each experimental condition. The di-241

vergence error has a magnitude of 0.03 - 0.05 px/px (between 4% and 11% of the242

measured vorticity) with a corresponding velocity error of 0.3 - 0.4 px (Table 2).243

This compares well with equivalent tomographic 3D PIV experiments [27, 3].244

Table 2 Estimated uncertainty in 3D PIV results.

Wake type ∆ [px] ε(∇ • u) [px/px] ε(u) [px] ∇ • u/‖ω‖99
Symmetric 12 0.04 0.43 0.04
Asymmetric 12 0.04 0.36 0.06
Unsteady Bubble 12 0.03 0.32 0.08
Vortex Shedding 12 0.03 0.27 0.11

2.2 Data analysis245

In the presentation of the results, spatial averages are denoted by 〈...〉, time av-246

erages by an over-bar (e.g. u). Subscripts are utilised to indicate if a different247

statistic (other than the mean) is calculated. For example the vertical profile of248

root mean square velocity is calculated as249

〈u〉rms(z) =

√
1

N

x,y,t∑
u2 (4)
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where N is the number of velocity samples at each height above the bed.250

In an unbounded, laminar oscillatory flow, a Stokes boundary layer will develop251

with thickness δBL = 3
4

√
πνT [4]. The velocity at the top of the boundary layer,252

uBL, is calculated as the spatially-averaged horizontal velocity 〈u〉 at a height253

z = δBL for x/D > 2.5. Due to the presence of the Stokes boundary layer there254

is a phase shift in the horizontal velocity with distance from the bed. To phase255

align the results, the time t = 0 is defined at the first flow zero-crossing of uBL.256

Thus, the phase of each experimental condition is defined as φ = t/T mod 1. The257

sinusoidally-varying flow and fixed control volume of the PIV system results in258

the observation of two distinct periods. Firstly, a wake ‘growth’ period when the259

PIV volume is downstream of the island and the wake vorticity is growing due to260

flow separation around the island. This is followed by a ‘decay’ period after flow261

reversal (with the PIV volume upstream of the island) where the wake vorticity262

decays and is advected back around the island. The ‘growth’ period is present for263

(0.0 < φ < 0.5) and the ‘decay’ period for (0.5 < φ < 1.0).264

Coherent vortices in the wake can be visualised through plotting iso-surfaces265

of the Q-criterion. The Q-criterion defines a vortex by a connected fluid region266

with a positive second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor Dij = ∂ui/∂xj .267

The second-order velocity gradient tensor can be decomposed into a symmetric268

(Sij) and anti-symmetric part (Ωij) as:269

Sij =
1

2

( ∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
(5)

270

Ωij =
1

2

( ∂ui
∂xj
− ∂uj
∂xi

)
(6)

with the second invariant Q defined as:271

Q =
1

2

(
‖Ωij‖ − ‖Sij‖

)
(7)

3 Results272

3.1 Archetypal island wake flow273

We introduce the results with a schematic presentation of the symmetric wake274

(Fig. 3). The island generates a region of low pressure downstream; this region275

of low pressure is often referred to as a wake bubble. Flow separation occurs at276

the island flanks and the low pressure establishes a recirculation region through277

entrainment of mass and momentum across the shear layer that extends from the278

flow separation point (shown in red in on one flank only for clarity - see Fig. 3).279

The flow approaching the island has a vertically sheared profile, with a vertical280

structure depending on δ+. The vertical structure of the incoming flow plays an281

important role in modulating the wake entrainment and wake form. Upwelling282

occurs in the core of the primary vertical vortices (ωz) with flow convergence at283

the bed and divergence at the free surface. The primary region of downwelling is284

along the wake centreline associated with two counter-rotating secondary horizon-285

tal vortices (ωx) with flow convergence at the surface and divergence at the bed.286

Downwelling occurs in the region of greatest strain and upwelling in the region287
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of greatest rotation. The presence of both vertical and horizontal vortices was a288

ubiquitous feature of all island wake forms observed in this study. However, the289

co-incidence of up- and downwelling regions with vertical and horizontal vortices290

(respectively) in the symmetric wake is significantly altered by reducing the rel-291

ative boundary layer thickness (δ+) and increasing the relative tidal excursion292

(KC).293

-ωz

ωz

flow separation 
vorticity sheet

-ωx

Vertically sheared 
horizontal velocity profile

Upwelling in core of 
primary vertical vortices

Downwelling along 
wake centreline
between secondary 
horizontal vortices

Island diameter - D

h
U0

x

y

z ωx

Low δ+

High δ+

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the symmetric wake form at a phase of approximately 0.3 de-
picting key characteristics of shallow island wake flow. The wake centreline is indicated by the
black dashed line, with processes occurring on the right flank of the cylinder presented in gray
and dotted. A sheet of vertical vorticity (in red) generated along the separation streamline
is only shown on the right flank for clarity, an equivalent (with opposite sign) sheet is also
present on the left flank. The strength of the vertical vorticity sheet reduces towards the bed
due to the boundary layer. A schematic of the vertical profile of horizontal velocity for the
symmetric wake (with high δ+) is shown in black, and for contrast with low δ+ in green.

The effect of reducing δ+ and increasing KC is presented schematically in plan294

view to demonstrate the general arrangement of primary and secondary vortices295

(Fig. 4). The symmetric wake from Fig. 3 is presented in Fig. 4a. Decreasing the296

relative boundary layer thickness (δ+) reduces the stabilising effect of friction on297

the wake, allowing for the onset of asymmetry in the primary vortices and deflec-298

tion of the secondary vortices (Fig. 4b). Increasing the tidal excursion (KC) for299

high δ+ establishes a wake form where the vertical vortices remain attached during300

each cycle, but oscillation of the recirculation bubble causes large deflections of the301

horizontal vortices (Fig. 4c). Finally, increasing the tidal excursion and decreasing302

the relative boundary layer thickness results in the shedding of primary vortices303

and intricate arrangements of secondary vortices (braids) that are transported and304

stretched by the primary vortices and external tidal flow (Fig. 4d).305
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram showing a planview of the four wake forms examined in this study
at a phase of approximately 0.3. a) Symmetric wake, b) asymmetric wake, c) unsteady bubble
wake d) vortex shedding wake. Solid lines are indicative streamlines showing circulation of
primary vortices generated on the current cycle. Gray lines show circulation generated on the
previous half-cycle pairing with the newly0generated primary vortices. Dashed lines indicate
the locations and orientation of secondary horizontal vortices.

3.2 Island wake structure306

The island wake structure summarised in Section 3.1 is expanded upon for each307

of the archetypal wake forms. The arrangement of primary and secondary flow308

structures driving vertical mixing are contrasted through examination of instanta-309

neous vertical velocity at mid-depth (Fig. 5). The spatial distribution of up- and310

downwelling over the tidal cycle is presented in plots of 99th and 1st percentile311

of vertical velocity (w99 and w1 respectively) (Fig. 6). The reduced influence of312

bed friction in island wakes where the relative boundary layer is small (δ+ small),313

is demonstrated via the persistence of secondary flow structures into the ‘decay’314

period (Fig. 7). Finally the complex arrangement of upwelling and downwelling315

flow structures in island wakes where the tidal excursion is long (KC large) is316

demonstrated through three-dimensional presentation of the unsteady bubble and317

vortex shedding wakes (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively).318
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Fig. 5 Instantaneous up- and downwelling measured at mid-depth, with streamlines of in-
stantaneous horizontal velocity at z = δBL at phase t/T = 5.35 for the four experimental
conditions (a) symmetric wake (b) asymmetric wake (c) unsteady bubble wake and (d) vortex
shedding wake

3.2.1 Symmetric wake - KC = 4.5, δ+ = 0.40319

The ‘simplest’ wake form is that of the symmetric wake, where the tidal excursion320

is small relative to the island size (low KC), the aspect ratio h/D is small and the321

bottom boundary layer extends over the full flow depth. In the symmetric wake the322

flow exhibits a highly repeatable flow structure with little cycle-to-cycle variability323

(Fig. 12). An example of the instantaneous flow field and vertical velocity is shown324

for t/T = 5.35 in Fig. 5a. Upwelling is concentrated in the centre of the primary325

vertical vortices and downwelling in the region of strain along the wake centreline.326

Along the separation streamline around the flanks of the wake a weak downwelling327

region is present. The spatial distribution of up- and downwelling in this regime is328

consistent with analytical modelling of a classical dipolar vortex [18]. Downwelling329

is also present on the upstream side of the cylinder during the ‘decay’ phase due to330

the formation of a horseshoe vortex (Fig. 6b). Upwelling and downwelling regions331

are highly localised and consistent from cycle to cycle, as demonstrated by the332

spatial distribution of peak of up- and downwelling velocity presented in Fig. 6a333

and 6b, respectively.334

3.2.2 Asymmetric wake - KC = 4.7, δ+ = 0.26335

The reduction of the influence of bed friction (decreasing δ+) results in the devel-336

opment of asymmetry in the wake, even when the relative tidal excursion is small337
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Fig. 6 Spatial distribution in the four wake forms of (a,c,e,g) upwelling magnitude at mid-
depth, indicated by the 95th percentile of vertical velocity and (b,d,f,h) downwelling magnitude,
indicated by the 5th percentile of vertical velocity. Streamlines of phase-averaged horizontal
velocity at the end of the ‘growth’ phase are shown at z = δBL.

(low KC, Fig. 5b). In studies of unbounded cylinders asymmetry commences at338

KC ≈ 4 [33]. In the shallow island wake with KC = 4.5 and δ+ = 0.40 asymme-339

try is suppressed, however at δ+ = 0.26 asymmetry is present. This implies that340

a transition in wake form occurs between 0.26 < δ+ < 0.40 for low KC due to341

the reduction in the bottom boundary layer thickness. The up- and downwelling is342
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sustained throughout the tidal cycle as demonstrated by the time variation of the343

vertical velocity (Fig. 12). The dominant region for upwelling remains associated344

with the primary wake vertical vortices (Fig. 6c). However, the downwelling is345

no longer only associated with the region of strain between the primary vortices.346

Three bands of downwelling are present, extending from the flanks and centreline347

of the island (Fig. 6d). The flow structures that contribute to this are presented348

in Fig. 7a, which shows the instantaneous up- and downwelling at mid-depth and349

streamlines of horizontal velocity at z = δBL at the end of the ‘decay’ phase350

(t/T = 0.0). Significant vertical transport is associated with x-aligned flow struc-351

tures that exhibit a decay time scale considerably longer than the primary vortices,352

as evidenced by their persistence through the ‘decay’ period. It is these longitu-353

dinal flow structures that sustain the up- and downwelling flow throughout the354

tidal cycle for this experimental condition. Signatures of these flow structures are355

present for other experimental conditions at the end of the ‘decay’ phase, however356

their strength (normalised by U0) is reduced considerably compared to other flow357

features (i.e. the horseshoe vortex).358
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Fig. 7 The instantaneous fields of up- and downwelling measured at mid-depth for (a) the
asymmetric wake at the end of the ‘decay’ phase (t/T = 0.0) and (b) the vortex shedding wake
at the beginning of the ‘decay’ phase (t/T = 6.1). Streamlines are shown at z = δBL. In the
asymmetric wake, x-aligned vortices, whose longitudinal extent is significantly greater than
the tidal excursion, contribute significantly to up- and downwelling. In the vortex shedding
wake, a y-aligned vortex interacts with the island and drives strong downwelling (also seen
later in Fig. 12b).

3.2.3 Unsteady bubble wake - KC = 24.1, δ+ = 0.40359

Increasing the tidal excursion relative to the island size in the case of high friction360

results in the establishment of the ‘unsteady bubble’ wake, as observed in steady361

shallow flows [9]. Increasing cycle-to-cycle variability in up- and downwelling is362

present (Fig. 12). As a consequence of the strong advection of the up- and down-363

welling flow structures, the envelopes of vertical velocity presented in Fig. 6e and364

6f are more spatially diffuse than in the symmetric and asymmetric wake forms.365

The dominant region of upwelling is shifted away from the vortex centres due to366

advection in the primary vortices. Additional upwelling regions are established367
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coincident with downwelling regions in secondary horizontal vortices that extend368

from the centreline of the oscillating recirculation bubble (Fig. 5c). This is seen in369

the three-dimensional presentation of the unsteady bubble wake in Fig. 8) Fig. 8a370

presents streamlines seeded in a uniform grid at the bed and coloured by their el-371

evation. Upwelling in the primary vortices is advected around the strong, swirling372

flow. Iso-surfaces for Q = 0.2 are presented in Fig. 8b. A strong secondary horizon-373

tal vortex is observed, extending from the near wake, with considerable associated374

up- and downwelling flows (Fig. 8c).375

3.2.4 Vortex shedding wake - KC = 26.3, δ+ = 0.26376

When the relative influence of bed friction is reduced (decreasing δ+) and the tidal377

excursion is sufficiently long compared to the size of the island (i.e. large KC),378

the vortex shedding process is observed (Fig. 6g). At the onset of vortex shedding,379

the developing vortex on one side draws the separation shear layer of opposite380

sign across the wake. The cross-wake supply of oppositely signed vorticity cuts off381

the supply to the growing vortex which leads to detachment from the shear layer382

[27]. In contrast to the unbounded cylinder wake, the no slip bottom boundary in383

shallow island wakes reduces the lateral shear in the bottom boundary layer, and384

alters the vertical distribution of momentum that is entrained into the wake. The385

transition in wake form between δ+ = 0.26 and δ+ = 0.4 for given KC (see the386

streamlines in Figs. 6g and 6e) implies that the increasing boundary layer thickness387

attenuates the processes that lead to detachment of the primary vortices.388

Vortex shedding wakes are comprised of an intricate tapestry of primary and389

secondary vortices (Fig. 5d). Advection of vorticity is a dominant process and up-390

and downwelling flow structures are subjected to significant transport, tilting and391

stretching. As the primary vortices grow and shed, numerous secondary horizontal392

vortices form, are stretched between the primary vortices and, as in the ‘unsteady393

bubble’ wake, can extend over significant distances (Fig. 5d). Upwelling is con-394

centrated in the centre of the primary vortices and these secondary horizontal395

vortices. Similarly to the asymmetric wake (which also has low δ+), the horizontal396

secondary vortices can persist into the ‘decay’ phase. This is shown in Fig. 7b,397

where a horizontal vortex of considerable extent has been turned by the primary398

vortices and advects back past the island at t/T = 6.1. Vortex stretching around399

the island induces a significant downwelling peak at t/T = 6.1 (see Fig. 12b).400

The shedding and advection of vortical flow structures produces a spatially-401

diffuse field of up- and downwelling. Upwelling is strongest in the primary wake402

generation region (x/D < 2 and −0.5 < y/D < 0.5, Fig. 6g). The spatial distri-403

bution of downwelling is considerably more diffuse as downwelling is associated404

with the horizontal secondary vortices that are subject to significant advection405

(Fig. 6h). This complexity of the flow field is demonstrated through visualisation406

of the instantaneous flow field at phase t/T = 0.35 (Fig. 9). The primary vortex is407

clearly seen in the streamlines seeded at the bed (Fig. 9a). Numerous horizontal408

secondary vortices extend between the primary vortex close to the cylinder and a409

detached primary vortex passing out of frame (Fig. 9b). Concentrated, coherent410

regions of up- and downwelling are associated with the secondary vortices, with411

peak magnitudes exceeding 30% of U0 at this instant (Fig. 9c).412
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Fig. 8 Visualisation of the instantaneous flow field in the ‘unsteady bubble’ wake at t/T = 4.2
(a) Streamlines seeded close to the bed and coloured by elevation, (b) iso-surfaces of the Q-
criterion at Q = 0.2 and (c) vertical velocity at mid-depth. Note: the z-axis in the plots is
stretched by D/h = 2.3

3.3 External tidal flow413

The characteristic forcing velocity scale (U0) is calculated as the average magnitude414

of the negative peaks in uBL over 8 cycles (i.e. the peak velocity at the top of the415
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Fig. 9 Visualisation of the instantaneous flow field in the ‘vortex shedding’ wake at t/T = 0.35
(a) Streamlines seeded close to the bed and coloured by elevation, (b) iso-surfaces of the Q-
criterion at Q = 0.2 and (c) vertical velocity at mid-depth. Note: the z-axis in the plots is
stretched by D/h = 4.3

boundary layer approaching the island at a distance x/D > 2.5 upstream). Good416

consistency in the time series of uBL/U0 is exhibited across the wide range of417

forcing conditions examined (Fig. 10a). The peak magnitude of uBL/U0 in the418
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‘growth’ period is greater than during the ‘decay’ period (Fig. 10a). This implies419

that the island is capturing momentum due to convection into the near wake.420

This effect is reduced in the vortex shedding wake where the peak in uBL during421

the ‘growth’ period is roughly equal to U0 due to shedding vortices liberating422

momentum from the near wake region.423
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Fig. 10 Overview of the time variability of the island wake flow field. The phase of each cycle
is defined as φ = t/T mod 1. For the ‘growth’ period (0.0 < φ < 0.5), the measurement volume
encompasses the developing wake. During the ‘decay’ period (0.5 < φ < 1.0), the cylinder is
at the downstream edge of the measurement volume. (a) Velocity uBL measured at a height
of z = δBL at distances x/D > 2.5 from the cylinder for each experimental condition in Table
1. (b) Time variation of the dimensionless parameter P that quantifies the deviation of the
vertical profile of horizontal velocity from a Poiseuille-like profile.

3.4 Vertical structure of the flow424

Examination of the vertical profiles of the three velocity components can be used425

to identify the importance of vertical transport of momentum to the bed in the426

wake vortices and the external tidal flow. Previous studies have demonstrated427

that shallow flows dominated by vertical diffusion of momentum to the bed have a428

Poiseuille-like profile (with vertical variation of the form sinπz/2h) due to Rayleigh429

damping [26]. A dimensionless parameter that characterises the vertical structure430
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of the horizontal flow field is431

P (t;h) =

√
〈‖uH − up

H‖2〉
〈‖uH‖〉

, (8)

where uH(x, y, z, t) denotes the horizontal components of the measured 3D velocity432

field and up
H(x, y, z, t) = uH(x, y, z = h, t) sinπz/2h, is the Poiseuille-like profile433

[2]. If P ≈ 0, the flow is very close to a Poiseuille-like flow and can be said to be434

quasi-two-dimensional. By spatially averaging P over the measurement volume, a435

single time-varying parameter can be used to compare the vastly different island436

wake flows in our study (Fig. 10b). The Stokes boundary layer, island boundary437

layer and island wake result in significant vertical variation and (as expected) at438

no time can any of the flow conditions be considered quasi-two-dimensional.439

The island wake forms during the ‘growth’ period between 0.0 < φ < 0.5. Both440

the relative magnitude of the horizontal flow (quantified by KC) and the degree441

of bed friction (quantified by δ+) influence the profile of horizontal velocity. The442

three-dimensionality of the vortex shedding wake increases throughout the ‘growth’443

period, in contrast, three-dimensionality decreases in the symmetric wake despite444

the growing wake vortices (Fig. 10b). The asymmetric wake and unsteady bubble445

wake obtain a more or less constant value of P throughout this period despite446

significant differences in the excursion length of the external flow (KC = 4.8 and447

24.1 respectively).448

During the ‘decay’ period (0.5 < φ < 1.0) all flows exhibit a decay towards a449

Poiseuille-like profile, with a minimum value of P that decreases with increasing450

δ+, independent of KC (Fig. 10b). This highlights the importance of δ+ in de-451

scribing the fundamental influence of bed friction, independent of the excursion452

length of the horizontal flow and decaying wake. In a laminar Stokes boundary453

layer, flow reversal at the bed leads flow reversal outside the boundary layer by454

approximately 45◦ (0.125φ) and this behaviour generates a rapid increase in P455

between 0.9 < φ < 1.0 in all flows (Fig. 10b).456

For fixed KC there is clearly a regime change between δ+ = 0.26 and δ+ =457

0.40. This regime change due to the increasing influence of bed friction in the458

forcing flow is demonstrated in the spatially-averaged vertical profile of 〈u〉rms459

during the ‘decay’ period (see Fig. 11d). There is a reasonable collapse of the460

vertical profiles of 〈u〉rms for each value of δ+, largely independent of KC. The461

flows with δ+ = 0.26 exhibit a defined boundary layer of height approximately462

equal to δBL. In contrast, those with δ+ = 0.40 exhibit vertical shear over the463

entire flow depth (Fig. 11d). During the ‘growth’ period, δ+ again governs the464

overall form of the vertical profile, however for low KC a marked increase in 〈u〉rms465

(compared to the ‘decay’ period) is observed due to trapping of momentum in the466

wake (Fig. 11a). This increase in momentum in the near wake implies a convective467

acceleration associated with the pairing of newly-generated wake vortices with468

vorticity from the previous half cycle, which is also exhibited in the enhanced469

peak uBL values in the ‘growth’ period (Fig. 10d).470

The magnitude of 〈v〉rms is indicative of the swirling flow generated in the471

island wake. A clear boundary layer in 〈v〉rms is present for all cases during the472

‘growth’ period (Fig. 11b). For low KC the boundary layer thickness exhibited473

during the ‘growth’ period persists through the ‘decay’ period. In contrast for474

large KC a near vertical (inviscid) profile in 〈v〉rms is present during the ‘decay’475
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Fig. 11 Overview of vertical structure of the unsteady island wake flow. The time average is
denoted by an over-bar, spatial average by 〈...〉 and the subscript rms indicates the root mean
square such that each point in the field is squared and then averaged over space and time
at each height z/h. (a-c) Vertical profile of 〈u〉rms, 〈v〉rms and 〈w〉rms during the ‘growth’
period. (d-f) Vertical profiles of 〈u〉rms, 〈v〉rms and 〈w〉rms during the ‘decay’ period.

period (Fig. 11e). The boundary layer thickness during the ‘growth’ period is a476

function of δ+ rather than KC. This demonstrates that the vertical structure of477

the swirling flow in the shallow island wake is a function of the external scale of478

δ+ rather than of the intrinsic time scale of vortex revolution (which scales on479

D/U0). This highlights a fundamental difference between an island wake vortex,480

where the circulation is established through entrainment across a free shear layer,481

and an analytical or numerical vortex where the circulation is established through482

some initial azimuthal velocity profile within the vortex.483

The up- and downwelling velocity is largest around mid-depth (Fig. 11c). The484

magnitude of vertical velocity is greatest during the ‘growth’ period and indicates485

a dependence on the aspect ratio h/D and KC (Fig. 11c) - see Section 3.5. Of486

particular note is the strong persistence of 〈w〉rms during the ‘decay’ period for487

the KC = 4.8 and δ+ = 0.26 condition (Fig. 11f). As will be demonstrated later,488

this is due to the establishment of x-aligned recirculation cells, a feature that,489
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whilst present for all experimental conditions, are a dominant feature when the490

tidal excursion is small compared to the island scale (low KC) and the flow deep491

compared to the boundary layer thickness (low δ+).492

3.5 Vertical circulation in island wakes493

The strength of the upwelling velocity is examined through calculation of the 99th
494

percentile of each instantaneous 3D field 〈w〉99 (Fig. 12). Upwelling commences in495

the ‘growth’ period, soon after flow reversal, for all flow conditions. The unsteady496

bubble and vortex shedding wakes exhibit significantly greater cycle-to-cycle vari-497

ability than the symmetric and asymmetric wakes. Upwelling in the unsteady498

bubble wake generally peaks earlier than the other wake forms and the magnitude499

of upwelling in the asymmetric wake has significantly greater persistence through500

the decay phase (Fig. 12a).501
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Fig. 12 Time variation of (a) the upwelling strength indicated by the 99th percentile of
vertical velocity 〈w〉99/U0 (b) the downwelling strength indicated by the 1st percentile of
vertical velocity 〈w〉1/U0 and (c) the root-mean-square vertical velocity for the four wake
forms.

It is commonly assumed that the vertical velocity is much smaller than the502

horizontal velocity due to the vertically-constrained shallow flow. From continuity,503
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we would expect the upwelling velocity to scale according to 〈w〉99/U0 ∼ h/D.504

The relative upwelling strength does scale primarily on the aspect ratio h/D, with505

a weak dynamic dependence on the relative tidal length given by KC (Fig. 12a).506

The up- and downwelling velocities in island wakes are of the same order of507

magnitude (Fig. 12b). The upwelling magnitude exhibits a single prolonged pe-508

riod of upwelling throughout the ‘growth’ period that peaks around φ = 0.3.509

Downwelling is distributed through both the ‘growth’ and ‘decay’ periods in the510

unsteady bubble wake due to the formation of a strong downwelling horseshoe vor-511

tex during the ‘decay’ period (Fig. 12b and 6f). Despite δ+ being fundamental in512

establishing the vertical profile of horizontal velocity, it has only a minor influence513

on the strength of the relative upwelling velocity compared to the aspect ratio h/D.514

However, by controlling the vertical profile of horizontal velocities, both δ+ and515

KC determine the wake form, and in turn, the spatial and temporal distribution516

of upwelling and downwelling.517

The root-mean-square vertical velocity (normalised by U0) gives an indication518

of the average vertical transport across the measurement volume at each time,519

with values ranging from 3 - 10% of U0 (Fig. 12c). Further, the 99th percentile of520

vertical velocity is up to 3 - 4 times greater than the rms values (i.e. up to 40% of521

U0). The measured vertical velocity is thus at least an order of magnitude greater522

than previous estimates of island wake upwelling velocities [36].523

4 Discussion524

The translation of laboratory-scale experiments with idealised circular islands to525

the field scale requires careful consideration. The PIV technique utilises an inter-526

rogation volume that has a finite spatial scale. Sub-interrogation-volume shear and527

rotation is not resolved by PIV measurements. The PIV algorithm employed in528

this study applied a multi-gridded window deformation technique that improves529

robustness and accuracy in highly sheared flows such as boundary layers and vor-530

tices [24]. The vertical profile of rms vorticity and measurement divergence is531

shown in Fig. 13. The measurement divergence (Fig. 13b) increases somewhat in532

the strongly sheared bottom boundary layer (Fig. 13a). The measurement diver-533

gence also increases near the free surface (Fig. 13b), however it is possible that534

the measurements resolved physical divergence associated with free surface per-535

turbation that was visually observed to be induced by the primary and secondary536

vortices. The use of the measurement divergence to estimate the a posteriori uncer-537

tainty of 3D PIV data in free surface flows is potentially somewhat conservative. In538

addition, due to the finite scale of the interrogation volumes, the measured peaks in539

up- and downwelling velocity are potentially underestimated due to the small-scale540

features being averaged over the interrogation volume. Despite these second-order541

measurement issues, we have shown incredibly strong vertical velocities, with co-542

herent and complex wake structure that supports the general framework for island543

wake description developed in the study.544

Localised peaks in up- and downwelling velocity were observed to be up to545

15 - 40% of the peak tidal flow velocity, a significant departure from a purely546

horizontal flow field. This brings into question the ability of 3D modelling studies547

that apply the shallow water equations with a hydrostatic assumption to resolve548

vertical transport processes in topographically-complex coastal regions. In this549
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Fig. 13 Vertical profile of (a) root mean square vorticity and (b) measurement divergence for
the four experimental conditions.

study we utilised the idealised island geometry of a circular cylinder with vertical550

side walls, where as in the field, islands tend to have sloping sides. The vertical551

side walls can cause separation of flow from the bed and the generation of a552

horseshoe vortex system, which was observed in these experiments during the553

peak flow of the ‘decay’ phase for the large KC conditions. However, consistent554

with conclusions of a detailed 2D PIV study of a vortex shedding wake in steady555

flow with h/D = 0.5 [1], the horseshoe vortex system was observed to have little556

influence on the circulation of the wake region as it is located outside the separation557

streamline of the lateral shear layer. It is acknowledged that for sloping sides, the558

details of the lateral shear layer at the point of flow separation will be quite different559

due to the orientation of the boundary. However, studies of the wake of conical560

shaped islands in shallow, steady flow have demonstrated that the wake forms are561

broadly similar to those of cylindrical islands for a given value of S based on the562

diameter at mid-depth [20]. Furthermore, studies of shallow, electromagnetically-563

forced vortical flows exhibit characteristically similar secondary flow structures, in564

the absence of flow separation from a boundary [2]. Therefore, the highly three-565

dimensional structure of the wake region observed in the laboratory is likely also566

present in the field (for similar h/D), as evidenced by complex ocean surface567

signatures of, for example, suspended particles.568

A challenge in transference of these results to the field scale is in the estimation569

of a vertical eddy viscosity in the bottom boundary layer that dictates the bound-570

ary layer thickness (i.e. δ+). It is clear that the relative boundary layer thickness,571

and therefore the presence or absence of an inviscid upper layer in the flow, is a572

key parameter controlling the growth of instability in the wake.573

One-dimensional models of the water column, based on diffusive vertical fluxes574

of nutrients to the euphotic zone, are commonly applied to study biological pro-575

cesses. This study suggests that vertical nutrient fluxes in island wakes may be576

driven by advective, rather than diffusive, processes. Thus, nutrient fluxes and the577

residence times of biological species in the euphotic zone may be poorly repre-578
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sented by a 1D model, limiting their applicability in estimating productivity in579

these systems.580

5 Conclusion581

The results presented in this study clearly demonstrate significant three-dimensionality582

in shallow island wakes. The normalised upwelling and downwelling velocities583

across the four wakes were all of the same order of magnitude, and the ratio of the584

upwelling velocity to the external tidal velocity scaled primarily with h/D. Up-585

welling occurs predominantly in the core of primary vertical vortices, with down-586

welling in long secondary horizontal vortices. Three-dimensionality is an inherent587

feature of shallow island wakes, with horizontal vortices playing a central role in588

vertical mixing. The relative boundary layer thickness (δ+) plays an important589

role in establishing the overall wake form and, in turn, the spatial distribution of590

vertical mixing. The relative tidal excursion (as indicated by KC) also governs591

the wake form and, in conjunction with the aspect ratio (h/D), determines the592

magnitude of vertical circulation.593
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